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With two major strategies recently published on decarbonisation across the UK; speakers from a cross section 

of industry, public and voluntary sector gathered at Corick House Hotel on Wednesday 28th February 2018 

for the Fuel Poverty Coalition conference and provided policy and operational overviews with initial concepts 

and thoughts on how Northern Ireland would be impacted.   

 

Chair of the Coalition and Director of NEA Northern Ireland, Pat Austin, opened the conference with a 

synopsis of the policy landscape citing the urgent need for a new fuel poverty strategy in Northern Ireland. 

She also highlighted the continued reliance on home heating oil and how the Clean Growth Strategy will 

impact on that sector in Northern Ireland.  

 

Director of Policy and Research with National Energy 

Action, Peter Smith, provided an overview of activity 

across the water with the recent NEA report 'Bridging the 

Gap’ along with new statistics on levels of winter deaths, 

now at same levels as breast and prostate cancer.  

 

Frontier Economics Manager and Economist, Claire 

Thornhill, delivered details on energy efficiency as an 

infrastructure priority. Recently commissioned research by 

Frontier Economics recommends more cost-effective 

investment in residential energy. As a spatial context, 71% 

of homes in Northern Ireland are below EPC C. The able 

to  pay market still needs incentives and the worst homes 

should be tackled via regulation with minimum standards 

and targets.  

 

Kevin Shiels, Director of Retail and Consumer Protection with the Utility Regulator, provided an insight into 

the role of the Regulator. He also highlighted that Northern Ireland has had lower electricity and gas prices in 

comparison with UK and ROI in the last few years. He stated that the high prevalence of fuel poverty is linked 

with longstanding low income caused by societal issues, economic inactivity and intergenerational poverty.  

Energy efficiency is the last remaining lever we can pull and have policy control over. An energy strategy 

needs to dovetail energy efficiency and consumer protection, and the Consumer protection strategy promotes 

vulnerable customers’ best practice.  

 

The session on poverty in Northern Ireland heard from Kevin Higgins, Head of Policy and Research with 

Advice NI, on Welfare Reform and the Mitigations Package in Northern Ireland. He compared the recent 

Welfare Reform changes to the heart being ripped out of the social security system. Universal Credit impacts 

all working age benefits for new claimants and there are negative consequences ahead affecting some 
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300,000 households. £105M per annum is being taken out of the Northern Ireland social security spend. The 

£501M Mitigations package will assist many, but what happens after 2020?  

 
Angela Gracey, Project Coordinator with NEA 

Northern Ireland, provided a case study example 

of a client living in extreme fuel poverty who 

received cross departmental support. The case 

study outlines the gravity of how low incomes are 

in Northern Ireland for those unable to work; in this 

case a single person on benefits amounts  

to £4,000 per year, with even less disposable 

income due to paying off a relative’s funeral costs. 

This client was living without any heating for 

several months. Fortunately, via the Northern 

Ireland Sustainable Energy Programme (NISEP), 

a new Gas Central Heating system was installed. 

 

Sharon Smith, Advice Coordinator with Citizens 

Advice Mid Ulster, covered a huge area  

within Mid Ulster District. She provided statistics 

as  spatial  context  showing  high  poverty  levels  

and benefit dependency. She highlighted that the advice sector keeps a watching brief by progressing social 

policy issues and benefit checks are tracked. The work of an adviser is often imperceptible, and she illustrated 

the complexity of a multi layered case study encompassing domestic abuse, housing, social security, debt 

and energy. 

 

An update on local activity included speakers from across the UK. Scott Restrick, Technical and Training 

Manager with Energy Action Scotland, provided an update on Scottish progress and policy. The outworking’s 

from the Scottish Fuel Poverty Strategic Working Group included four recommendations: social justice, four 

drivers of fuel poverty, joined up approach at local and national level and government reviewing definition 

with continual monitoring. Statistics also show fuel poverty being driven by energy prices.   

 

Peter Smith provided the English context from 2010, when energy prices were rising and income falling with 

households reliant on an Energy Company Obligation (ECO) programme. In 2013, Government ‘refreshed’ 

targets with the consequence of 1 million homes removed from the statistics due to the change of the 

definition (Low income / High costs). In 2015, a new fuel poverty strategy set some very clear targets to 

ultimately get every home to a BAND C rating by 2030, targeting the worst first. Peter stated that it is critical 

we break inertia in Northern Ireland and need an ambitious strategy to tackle the poor housing stock, with a 

focus on the Private Rented Sector (PRS). 

 

Carole Morgan-Jones, Director of NEA Cymru, revealed that 23% of 1.3million welsh households are in fuel 

poverty and the Government was helping consumers build resistance to price changes. Schemes such as 

NEST and ARBED are targeting those in most need. Like Northern Ireland, NEA Cymru is calling for a new 

fuel poverty strategy, further resources into a targeted implementation of NICE guidelines and additionally a 

crisis fund for emergency heating. In relation to decarbonisation, the Welsh emission targets place an 

importance on behavioural change. 
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Patrick Thompson, Operations Manager Northern Ireland with Energy Savings Trust, delivered the Northern 

Ireland Perspective. A need for multichannel and bespoke advice is needed and not just devoted to energy 

efficiency. While there are some inarguable facts about energy efficiency, others are not simple. The current 

policy vacuum leaves the fuel poverty strategy and energy strategy requiring a revisit. Engagement has never 

been lower and there is a lack of data. We need to consider markets and readiness of sector to engage. The 

PRS is a difficult market to tackle with 146,000 homes. Will energy efficiency be at the heart of policy, and is 

this within energy or housing, and do we need a regulator for both? The customer journey should be up front 

and central. 

 

Martin McDermott, Head of Fuel Poverty with 

the Department for Communities, discussed the 

Scheme, which has spent £57M on 11,000 

homes, and how the strengths of a targeted 

approach with Councils adds value to whole 

house solution. Recent analysis shows fabric 

first is still the right approach, with greater value 

carrying out all measures at once. The recent 

Consultation in preparation for the return to 

Government is to agree on deficiencies in the 

current strategy. Committed to the purpose and 

intent, a new strategy needs to look at 

geographical nuances, energy markets, income 

profiles, new methods of heating and heat 

sourcing. Affordable Warmth has to have 

broader approach.  

 

David Crothers convened a political panel, noting the number of years spent debating the subject and the 

need for investment. Tanya Jones, Deputy Leader of the Green Party, discussed the growing inequality and 

how fuel poverty affects educational attainment. Councillor Howard Thornton, Ulster Unionist Party, explained 

how fuel poverty is linked to local Council Community Planning. Francie Molloy MP, Sinn Féin, raised issues 

on dwellings that have not been improved and the quality needed to rectify previous dwellings. He also pointed 

out that isolated rural areas need attention and for more flexibility around getting solar panels. People Before 

Profit, Shaun Harkin, stated that many people are out of pocket paying for heat and need emergency 

government led intervention. 

 

John French, Chief Executive of The Consumer Council, closed the conference with final thoughts that we 

need to push the Fuel Poverty Coalition manifesto. The regulatory and policy language people use is very 

important to build that level of trust. We have benefitted from a regulated tariff and we don’t want to lose this. 

We need to continue to ensure Fuel Poverty is on the agenda. 
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